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A couple of young scientists, Mel Noble and Roxeanne Tangent, travel to an island in Africa thought
to be deserted in search of crocodile life, when African Natives storm the camp and kidnap
Roxeanne. Her father, Gordon hires Steiger and his team of investigators to track down the natives
that worship crocodiles as sacred animals. The problem is: they can't be seen. With natives in the
jungles and crocodiles in the waters, Steiger and his crew must fight to survive and save Roxeanne
from being sacrificed in a gruesome ritual with an "Enemy Unseen". An el cheapo cranked out in
Africa in 1989 by the look of it and since then nobody behind the camera seems to have done much
since. Small wonder. The trailer however is great. Blood, guts, reptiles and explosions in the jungle.
Get 6 six-packs and treat yourself, your partner, and your partner's partner to a liquid lunch with the
VHS on the box. The neighbors will never hear the screams. The video box makes this look like a
croc-on-the-loose movie and Psychotronic compared it to APOCALYPSE NOW but this is a pretty dull
jungle adventure with infrequent chomps by some really rubbery-looking crocodile heads.
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